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Abstract: Tailoring the properties of porous organic materials, such as resorcinol–formaldehyde gels,
for use in various applications has been a central focus for many studies in recent years. In order
to achieve effective optimisation for each application, this work aims to assess the impact of the
various synthesis parameters on the final textural properties of the gel. Here, the formation of porous
organic gels is modelled using a three-dimensional lattice-based Monte Carlo simulation. We model
growth from monomer species into the interconnected primary clusters of a gel, and account for
varying catalyst concentration and solids content, two parameters proven to control gel properties in
experimental work. In addition to analysing the textural properties of the simulated materials, we also
explore their fractal properties through correlation dimension and Hurst exponent calculations.
The correlation dimension shows that while fractal properties are not typically observed in scattering
experiments, they are possible to achieve with sufficiently low solids content and catalyst concentration.
Furthermore, fractal properties are also apparent from the analysis of the diffusion path of guest
species through the gel’s porous network. This model, therefore, provides insight into how porous
organic gels can be manufactured with their textural and fractal properties computationally tailored
according to the intended application.
Keywords: gel modelling; RF gels; nanomaterials; cluster aggregation; gel formation; fractal analysis;
aerogels; xerogels

1. Introduction
The application potential for porous organic materials has been investigated extensively over the
years, with a particular focus on those which possess attractive properties, such as low densities and
high surface areas. Materials such as these have proven to be effective in a wide range of applications,
many of which are imperative in reducing or eradicating detrimental environmental impacts of industry,
heightening their pertinence to recent research. To date, applications for porous organic materials have
included gas adsorption and storage [1,2], water treatment [3,4], and thermal insulation [5,6], as well
as use in their carbonised forms for applications involving electrical conductivity [4,7].
This work focuses on one such class of organic porous materials—resorcinol–formaldehyde (RF)
gels—which are formed via a sol–gel process and subsequently dried, producing the lightweight,
nanoporous structure of the final gel. Despite extensive research into these porous materials in recent
years, their formation mechanism is not yet fully understood, and their application potential is yet to be
fully elucidated. Understanding the mechanism by which these materials form is crucial in determining
how various synthesis parameters affect the final structural properties of the gel, and modelling this
computationally could permit future optimisation of materials according to their relevant application.
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modelling this computationally could permit future optimisation of materials according to their
relevant application.
The synthesis of these gels involves a base-catalysed addition reaction between resorcinol
The synthesis of these gels involves a base-catalysed addition reaction between resorcinol and
and formaldehyde molecules, resulting in the formation of hydroxymethyl derivative monomers.
formaldehyde molecules, resulting in the formation of hydroxymethyl derivative monomers. A
A condensation reaction proceeds as these monomers become interconnected via methylene
condensation reaction proceeds as these monomers become interconnected via methylene and
and methyl-ether bridges, with the resulting compounds forming primary spherical clusters.
methyl-ether bridges, with the resulting compounds forming primary spherical clusters. The
The condensation reaction continues, with the eventual aggregation of these primary clusters leading
condensation reaction continues, with the eventual aggregation of these primary clusters leading to
to the cross-linked network structure of the final gel [8].
the cross-linked network structure of the final gel [8].
The proposed mechanism by which this growth process is initiated begins with the abstraction
The proposed mechanism by which this growth process is initiated begins with the abstraction
of a proton from resorcinol in the presence of the basic catalyst, resulting in increased reactivity of
of a proton from resorcinol in the presence of the basic catalyst, resulting in increased reactivity of
the anionic resorcinol molecule [9]. This subsequently acts as a cluster seed around which other
the anionic resorcinol molecule [9]. This subsequently acts as a cluster seed around which other
monomers can attach, forming the primary spherical particles. The resulting structure can be observed
monomers can attach, forming the primary spherical particles. The resulting structure can be
experimentally using Scanning Electron Microscopy (see Figure 1), as has been reported in previous
observed experimentally using Scanning Electron Microscopy (see Figure 1), as has been reported in
studies on RF gels [10,11].
previous studies on RF gels [10,11].
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rotational effects exhibited by real systems, basic diffusional moves sufficiently capture the stochastic
nature of the growth given that the aggregation process is modelled within a crowded environment.
Various analytical techniques have been applied to gain a deeper insight into the internal structural
properties of porous materials, using both experimental and computational methods. Experimentally,
adsorption analysis in particular has been used to provide details on the accessible pore volume of RF
gel materials, in addition to their accessible surface area, average pore width, and approximate pore
geometry [22,23]. In addition to this, assessing whether these materials have fractal properties has also
been addressed, since the scaling properties of a porous material need to be properly recognised when
designing it for an application.
Over the years, research has been conducted into the fractal properties of RF gels using Small-Angle
X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) measurements, the results of which are used to determine surface fractal
dimension values, with values below three indicating fractal properties. The studies carried out to
date have reached conflicting conclusions, with some categorically concluding that RF gels—unlike
their silica gel counterparts—do not possess any fractal properties whatsoever. This includes a study
by Pekala (who was the first to synthesise RF gels in 1989 [24]) and Schaefer (1993) [25] who conducted
SAXS analysis on base-catalysed RF aerogels. The results obtained show no fractal properties for
any of the materials studied, although the authors suggest that fractal behaviour may be possible
for samples synthesised with particularly low densities, which is something explored in this work.
The results of subsequent studies have pointed towards the possibility of some fractal properties of the
gels synthesised under certain conditions, with a general consensus yet to be reached.
Tamon and Ishizaka (1998) [26] assessed the fractal properties of RF gels at different time intervals
throughout their gelation process, as well as after a period of ageing. While they find evidence of
fractal structures during growth, the final gel structures did not display fractal properties in SAXS
measurements. Berthon et al. (2001) [27] also carried out SAXS analysis of RF gels which had been
synthesised at solids percentages of 5% and 20% using both acidic and basic reaction conditions, as well
as using both acetone and water as solvents for the sol–gel process. The results of this work indicated
that fractal properties could be observed for RF gels synthesised at low solids percentages (5%) under
acidic reaction conditions using acetone as a solvent, with a calculated surface fractal dimension value
of 2.5. RF gels synthesised at higher solids percentages (20%), however, did not exhibit any fractal
properties. More recently, research published by Alshrah et al. (2018) [28] analysed the relationship
between fractal and thermal properties within these materials. Gels were synthesised at different
catalyst concentrations and solids percentages, both of which remained low across the ranges studied,
and surface fractal dimension values were determined following SAXS analysis, with values pointing
towards fractal properties.
The dichotomous conclusions reached as a result of the different studies carried out over the
years reinforce the unanswered questions around the fractal properties of RF gels. Furthermore,
in our group’s earlier two-dimensional model, which simulated the formation of RF gels, the resulting
structures did exhibit fractal properties, even at the higher solids percentages studied. Of course,
two-dimensional systems will have more restricted percolation pathways than the three-dimensional
structures observed in reality, consequently influencing their fractal properties. The work presented
here, therefore, aims to explore this further, this time using a three-dimensional computational model
to determine fractal dimension values of the simulated material at various solids percentages and
catalyst concentrations. Reflective of the materials studied experimentally by SAXS analysis in the
different studies discussed, one would anticipate that the simulated structures may exhibit some fractal
properties at sufficiently low solids percentages, while appearing largely nonfractal at the higher solid
percentages, which are more commonly used for material synthesis in experimental analysis.
The various porous structures produced through the 3D simulation developed in this work are
analysed in terms of their textural and fractal properties, and compared not only to one another, but also
to materials that have been examined experimentally. The transformation of this model from 2D to 3D
has been crucial in achieving an accurate comparison to materials synthesised through experimental

experimental conditions. The simulation yields approximately spherical “primary particles” that
have also aggregated to form the gel structure. Figure 3 displays structures created with 𝑆 values of
10%, 30%, and 60% each at 𝐶 values of 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 4% on a 100 × 100 × 100 site lattice. The
structures visualised are monolithic, despite some clusters at the edges appearing unattached; these
are connected to the structure via periodic boundaries. GIFs of the simulated materials can also be
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found in the Electronic Supporting Information (available from the University of Strathclyde
KnowledgeBase [29]).
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The visual differences between the structures at various Sc values are evident. Higher Sc results
in materials that, as expected, are more densely packed, with the primary clusters occupying more
space within the lattice. When the average primary cluster sizes within the structures are compared,
materials with the same Cc possess the same average volume and radius regardless of Sc . A structure
simulated at a higher Sc will, however, have a greater number of primary clusters within its lattice in
comparison to one at lower Sc at the same Cc value. This means that, although an increase in Sc results
in an increase in monomers within the lattice, these monomers are distributed across a greater number
of primary clusters, therefore, resulting in the average primary cluster size remaining constant across
the different Sc values.
On the other hand, Cc has a significant impact on the average primary cluster size within the
structure, as shown in Figure 2. As Cc increases from 0.5% to 4%, the average primary cluster volume
decreases from 200 to 25 lattice sites. This is consistent with observations from experimental analysis
of RF gels; materials synthesised with low catalyst concentrations comprise of fewer primary clusters
that are larger in size, while those synthesised with high catalyst concentrations comprise of a greater
number of primary clusters that are smaller in size [8].
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2.2. Accessibility
of Sitesof pore sites within a porous material is a fundamental consideration when
it comes to their application potential, and is, therefore, an important property to analyse within
The accessibility of pore sites within a porous material is a fundamental consideration when it
simulated structures. We consider how the accessibility is affected by the size of the guest species,
comes to their application potential, and is, therefore, an important property to analyse within
simulated structures. We consider how the accessibility is affected by the size of the guest species, to
understand how this might affect potential applications of the porous gel as a host for different

clusters, which pack together densely, increasing the likelihood of closed-off porosity.
The percentage of sites inaccessible to a particle of Size 1 remains consistently low, ranging from
0.028(2)% at 10% 𝑆 and 0.5% 𝐶 to 4.47(7)% at 60% 𝑆 and 4% 𝐶 . These values are considerably lower
than those obtained for the 2D version of the code, which reached up to 25% inaccessible sites for
structures
with 50% 𝑆 and 3% 𝐶 [12]. Simulating the porous structure in three dimensions
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opens new accessible pathways for connectivity, which would otherwise be limited by the twodimensional structure, explaining the significant decrease in the percentage of inaccessible sites
to understand how this might affect potential applications of the porous gel as a host for different
within the lattice, and providing a more accurate representation of the porous materials synthesised
molecules. As expected, the percentage of sites that are inaccessible increases with increasing Sc ,
in reality.
as the lattices are more densely packed with material and, therefore, more likely to result in closed-off
When the particle size is increased from one site to three sites, the percentage of inaccessible sites
porosity. This is true for the accessibility of particles both of one and three sites in size (corresponding
increases significantly across all 𝑆 and 𝐶 values, and the values obtained span a much wider range.
to molecular size of approximately 1 and 3 nm), as shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. Furthermore,
In this case, values range from 8.45(3)% at 10% 𝑆 and 0.5% 𝐶 to 96.24(8)% at 60% 𝑆 and 4% 𝐶 . These
the percentage of inaccessible sites also increases with increasing Cc , which is a result of the increased
results have significant implications for porous materials in their
potential use for applications
number of clusters present. Structures formed at higher Cc possess a greater number of initial cluster
involving
larger particles such as biomolecules, where optimisation of 𝑆 and 𝐶 values according to
seeds than those at lower values, leading to the formation of numerous smaller clusters, which pack
particle
size would be imperative, ensuring that the synthesis parameters used produce structures
together densely, increasing the likelihood of closed-off porosity.
with
sufficiently accessible porous networks.
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The percentage
of sites inaccessible to a particle of Size 1 remains consistently low, ranging from
2.3. Surface
Area
0.028(2)% at 10% Sc and 0.5% Cc to 4.47(7)% at 60% Sc and 4% Cc . These values are considerably
Figure 5a,b shows the accessible surface area per unit mass for particles of Sizes 1 and 3,
lower than those obtained for the 2D version of the code, which reached up to 25% inaccessible
respectively. For both particle sizes, the accessible surface area per mass gradually decreased as 𝑆
sites for structures formed with 50% Sc and 3% Cc [12]. Simulating the porous structure in three
increased across each of the 𝐶 values studied. The increased number of primary clusters present for
dimensions opens new accessible pathways for connectivity, which would otherwise be limited by the
higher 𝑆 (at a given 𝐶 ) results in structures that are more densely packed, as previously discussed.
two-dimensional structure, explaining the significant decrease in the percentage of inaccessible sites
This increases the likelihood that a single primary cluster will be in contact with multiple primary
within the lattice, and providing a more accurate representation of the porous materials synthesised
clusters around it, therefore reducing the accessible surface area available for particles moving
in reality.
through the porous structure. Furthermore, as expected, the accessible surface area is consistently
When the particle size is increased from one site to three sites, the percentage of inaccessible
higher for a particle of Size 1 than for Size 3, as the smaller particle can more easily access the narrower
sites increases significantly across all Sc and Cc values, and the values obtained span a much wider
pores within the structure.
range. In this case, values range from 8.45(3)% at 10% Sc and 0.5% Cc to 96.24(8)% at 60% Sc and 4% Cc .
These results have significant implications for porous materials in their potential use for applications
involving larger particles such as biomolecules, where optimisation of Sc and Cc values according to
particle size would be imperative, ensuring that the synthesis parameters used produce structures
with sufficiently accessible porous networks.
2.3. Surface Area
Figure 5a,b shows the accessible surface area per unit mass for particles of Sizes 1 and 3, respectively.
For both particle sizes, the accessible surface area per mass gradually decreased as Sc increased across
each of the Cc values studied. The increased number of primary clusters present for higher Sc (at a
given Cc ) results in structures that are more densely packed, as previously discussed. This increases
the likelihood that a single primary cluster will be in contact with multiple primary clusters around
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it, therefore reducing the accessible surface area available for particles moving through the porous
structure. Furthermore, as expected, the accessible surface area is consistently higher for a particle
of Size 1 than for Size 3, as the smaller particle can more easily access the narrower pores within
Gels
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2.4. Correlation Dimension
The correlation dimension (𝐷 ) of a structure is a measure of its fractal properties, with uniformly
distributed, densely packed structures in three dimensions having 𝐷 = 3, and fractal structures
conversely having 𝐷 < 3. As previously discussed, questions around the fractal nature of RF gels
have been raised over the years with a consensus yet to be reached, therefore calculating 𝐷 for the
simulated structures could be pivotal in addressing some of the unanswered questions.
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Figure 6. Correlation dimension values calculated for simulated materials at varying solids contentc
and activated monomer (Cc ) values. Standard deviation error bars are present around each data point,
(𝐶 ) values. Standard deviation error bars are present around each data
(𝑆 ) and activated monomer
although may not be visible due to their size relative to the data point marker.
point, although may not be visible due to their size relative to the data point marker.

These results differ from those obtained from the 2D simulation, where the value of a uniformly
These results differ from those obtained from the 2D simulation, where the value of a uniformly
distributed, densely packed structure yields Dc = 2, with fractal structures having 1 < Dc < 2. For the
distributed, densely packed structure yields 𝐷 = 2, with fractal structures having 1 < 𝐷 < 2. For the
2D model, Dc values obtained ranged from as low as ~1.55, and gradually increased with increasing Sc
2D model, 𝐷 values obtained ranged from as low as ~1.55, and gradually increased with increasing
and Cc . Dc slowly reached a plateau at a value of two between 40% and 50% Sc , in contrast to the faster
𝑆 and 𝐶 . 𝐷 slowly reached a plateau at a value of two between 40% and 50% 𝑆 , in contrast to the
convergence of values within the 3D analysis. As previously discussed, 2D systems will have more
faster convergence of values within the 3D analysis. As previously discussed, 2D systems will have
restricted percolation pathways than in 3D structures, consequently influencing their fractal properties,
more restricted percolation pathways than in 3D structures, consequently influencing their fractal
explaining the disparity in calculated values across the two models. The work from the 2D model
properties, explaining the disparity in calculated values across the two models. The work from the
consequently concluded that the materials did, in fact, possess fractal properties, even those which had
2D model consequently concluded that the materials did, in fact, possess fractal properties, even
been synthesised at higher Sc and Cc . In light of the results presented here, this conclusion should now
those which had been synthesised at higher 𝑆 and 𝐶 . In light of the results presented here, this
be revised.
conclusion should now be revised.

2.5. Hurst Exponent for Diffusion through the Porous Structures
As discussed in the Methodology section, the Hurst exponent (𝐻) of a particle moving through
an empty lattice should be 0.5, indicating regular Brownian motion, with values below this pointing
towards antipersistent motion. Figure 7a,b displays the 𝐻 values calculated for simulated structures
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𝑆 at 𝐶 values above 1% for a particle of Size 3, meaning that the porosity was too closed-off for the
particle to freely diffuse through the structure.
The calculation of 𝐻 also enables a 3D visual trace of how a particle might move through the
porous structure, as shown in Figure 8a–c, for 𝑆 values of 10, 30, and 60%, respectively. All visualised
traces are for particles of Size 3 and 𝐶 = 1%. Note that the axes of each trace differ depending on the
extent to which the particle was able to diffuse through the lattice across periodic boundaries—a box
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The calculation of H also enables a 3D visual trace of how a particle might move through the
porous structure, as shown in Figure 8a–c, for Sc values of 10, 30, and 60%, respectively. All visualised
traces are for particles of Size 3 and Cc = 1%. Note that the axes of each trace differ depending on the
extent to which the particle was able to diffuse through the lattice across periodic boundaries—a box of
100 × 100 × 100 sites in size has been included to allow a comparison of scale. As Sc increases, the path
of the random walker becomes more obstructed, increasing the likelihood that it will turn back on
itself as it diffuses around the lattice. This is reflected in the 3D traces visualised, where the particle is
unable to explore the lattice to the same extent in the 60% Sc structure in comparison to the 10 or 30%
Sc structures within the same number of steps. The periodic boundaries in place allowed the particle
to continue to explore the lattice out with the 100 × 100 × 100 original size, demonstrated particularly
within the 10% Sc trace (Figure 8a) in addition to that of 30% (Figure 8b). This is in contrast to the 60% Sc
diffusing particle (Figure 8c), whose path was far more limited in terms of the extent to which was able
to explore the densely packed lattice. Figure 8d–f displays the traces of the x coordinate of the particle
as it diffuses through the respective lattice, further highlighting the changing diffusive behaviour as
the porous networks become more complex and constricted with increased Sc . These traces provide
further insight into the internal percolated structure of the simulated material, and demonstrate the
antipersistent nature of the particle’s motion as it diffuses.
3. Conclusions
The formation mechanism of porous materials such as resorcinol–formaldehyde gels is captured in
this work through the development of a 3D cluster growth and aggregation model. The model explores
the effect of activated monomer percentage—a parameter that mimics catalyst concentration—and
solids content, and allows comparisons to be drawn between the simulated materials and those
synthesised in the lab. The resulting simulated material is a monolithic structure of interconnected
primary (approximately spherical) clusters, consistent with structures observed experimentally.
Structural analysis of the simulated material was carried out across each solids content and
activated monomer percentage studied, including pore accessibility and available surface area.
Materials simulated with higher solids contents exhibited a higher percentage of inaccessible pore sites
and reduced accessible surface area, both of which are as a result of the densely packed structures.
Materials simulated with higher activated monomer percentages, on the other hand, were composed
of a greater number of primary clusters that were smaller in size, leading to structures that exhibited
an increase in accessible surface area for the diffusion of a particle of Size 1. For a particle of Size 3,
this increase in accessible surface area was observed until an upper limit at a solids content of ~45%,
after which the increased interconnectivity was no longer of benefit to the available surface area of the
system. Instead, it gave rise to higher proportions of closed-off porosity, consequently reducing the
accessibility of surface sites within the structure.
An important aspect of this research was to further explore the fractal properties of RF gels under
varying synthesis conditions, and so the correlation dimensions of the simulated structures were
calculated. The results obtained indicate that fractal properties can be observed within RF gel materials
under specific synthesis conditions—reliant not only on sufficiently low solids content, as previously
postulated, but also on sufficiently low catalyst concentrations. Under standard gel synthesis conditions
within experiments, solids contents of 20% and above are commonly used, perhaps explaining why
numerous studies have previously observed no fractal properties within the structures. This analysis
sheds some light on the ongoing debate over the fractal properties of RF gels, and could explain the
conflicting conclusions drawn from different experimental studies.
Hurst exponents for particles diffusing through the material’s porous network were also calculated,
the results of which point towards the antipersistent motion of the particle. The degree of antipersistence
was exacerbated by increasing solids and catalyst concentration, as well as the increase in width from a
diffusing particle of one site to three sites in size. Analysing the way in which a particle of varying size
diffuses through these porous materials is an important consideration for their application potential
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and subsequent optimisation, particularly for applications involving larger particles such as enzymes
and antibodies. Furthermore, while the correlation dimension of the material (as measured through
SAXS, for example) might not reveal fractal properties, the application of the material as an absorbent
still requires consideration of the fractal nature of material diffusion through the porous structure.
This 3D simulation is a continuation of work from a 2D model, which operates under the same
principles, with the progression to three dimensions providing a more accurate representation of the
materials synthesised in reality. A direct comparison between specific experimental and computational
materials is complex, however, due to the intricate nature of the resorcinol–formaldehyde reaction,
in addition to the various synthesis conditions that significantly impact gel properties. As discussed,
the range of values used for activated monomer percentages is based around the percentage of resorcinol
molecules expected to be deprotonated in the presence of a basic catalyst, and, although the model
successfully captures the trends in material properties as catalyst concentration is altered, an exact
comparative experimental resorcinol/catalyst (R/C) ratio has not yet been established. Future work that
uses sorption analysis to compare experimental and computational isotherms, allowing a more direct
comparison to be drawn between activated monomer percentages and specific R/C ratios, is planned
within our research group. Furthermore, the adaptation of this model to reflect acid-catalysed gels,
where the final material comprises branched chains of spherical particles as opposed to aggregated
clusters, could be of interest.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Simulation Procedure
The 3D model presented here builds on the work published by Prostredny et al. [12]—a 2D simulation
which operates under the same principles—where a detailed description of the simulation process
can be found. Here, a cubic lattice of Size 100 × 100 × 100 sites, totalling 1,000,000 sites, was
initially populated at random with monomers according to the desired percentage solids content (Sc ),
an important parameter in the synthesis of RF gels in laboratory experiments. In this research, solids
contents of 10%–60% were simulated, with values above this range proving to result in densely packed
structures with pores that are predominantly inaccessible. This model was developed with GNU
Fortran compiler and GNU parallel tool [32].
As previously discussed, the laboratory synthesis of RF gels includes a reaction between resorcinol
and formaldehyde molecules with the addition of a basic catalyst, the presence of which leads to
the formation of negatively charged resorcinol ions. These anionic molecules subsequently act as
cluster seeds around which monomers can attach, leading to the formation of primary (approximately
spherical) clusters. This process is modelled in the simulation by “activating” at random a percentage
of the monomers on the lattice, with each activated monomer acting as a primary cluster seed for the
simulation, and where the varying percentage of activated monomers is comparable to varying catalyst
concentration (Cc ). In this research, activated monomer percentages of 0.5%–4% are simulated, a range
based on the proposed percentage of resorcinol molecules that are deprotonated by a basic catalyst
during the RF reaction [33].
The simulation begins with the random diffusion (nearest-neighbour hopping) of monomers on the
lattice, with periodic boundary conditions, during which free monomers attach to activated monomers
when they come into contact, forming larger primary clusters of monomers. These monomers attach in
an approximately spherical sequence, as described in the work by Prostredny et al. [12], producing
primary clusters that also diffuse on the lattice following the same basic scaling laws for diffusion.
Two diffusing clusters irreversibly attach when they meet, retaining the primary clusters intact.
The probability of cluster diffusion is inversely proportional to its mass, which takes into account the
aggregation of primary particles to create irregular aggregates for diffusion. We only include simple
nearest-neighbour hops in this model, since the growth occurs in a crowded environment so that effects
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of rotational diffusion or finite reactivity are expected to be minimal; further work on this aspect could
be undertaken if required to explain experimental data.
The simulation proceeds until there are no free monomers present and the entire lattice comprises
one monolithic, interconnected aggregate structure. The final structure is a porous network comprising
primary clusters aggregated together, similar to that observed for RF gels as evident in Figure 1. Note,
however, that the simulation could also be applicable to other porous materials whose formation
mechanism operates under similar principles.
Each simulation was repeated with 10 different random number seeds, resulting in 10 different
structures at each value of Sc and Cc . An average was then calculated for each of the properties
analysed across the 10 structures at each Sc and Cc , as well as the corresponding standard deviation of
the values calculated.
4.2. Visualisation
Visualisation of these three-dimensional structures is important not only for a comparison
between the different simulated materials, but also for visual comparison with materials synthesised
experimentally. The 3D structures from this simulation are visualised using Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD) software, with each primary cluster represented by a sphere, the coordinates of which are taken
from the lattice and inserted into a VMD-readable file format. The average number of monomers within
each primary cluster was taken to be an equivalent spherical volume, and the average equivalent radius
was subsequently determined and used to visualise the clusters as spheres. In this way, a structure that
is easy to visualise, while reflecting the most important characteristics in terms of primary particles
and the aggregated gel structure, is generated.
4.3. Textural Analysis
The various textural properties of these structures, at varying Sc and Cc , are analysed and compared,
including accessibility of pore sites for particles of both 1 and 3 lattice sites in size (hereafter referred to
as Sizes 1 and 3). The length scale of the lattice is comparable to that of the RF dimer at ~1 nm [12], so a
particle of Size 3 is comparable to a typical globular protein. The percentage of accessible pore sites for
a particle of Size 1 is calculated by determining the percolated network of accessible sites within the
structure, then expressing the total number of accessible sites within this network as a percentage of
the total number of unoccupied sites within the lattice. To analyse the accessibility for a particle of
Size 3, an exclusion zone of 1 site thickness is added to the simulated structures.
The accessible surface area of each structure with respect to its mass was also analysed for particles
of Size 1 and 3. For a particle of Size 1, the total number of unoccupied sites adjacent to the surface of
the cluster structure is divided by the total number of monomer sites within the structure. A similar
procedure is carried out for a particle of Size 3, this time counting only unoccupied sites adjacent to the
exclusion zone.
4.4. Fractal Analysis
As previously mentioned, computationally determining the fractal properties of RF gel materials,
in particular, is of interest, especially in light of the conflicting conclusions that have been reached in
various experimental studies. Suitable characterisation methods include the box counting dimension
(Db ), the information dimension (Di ), and the correlation dimension (Dc ). Of these, the most common
dimension estimate used to characterise a fractal material is the correlation dimension, which is the
more computationally efficient to determine of the three, and is based upon the proximity of points
within the structure to one another within a spanning radius. Its calculation firstly begins with the
determination of the correlation sum (Cr ), as established by Grassberger [34] using Equation (1):
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Cr =

N
N
X
X


1
θ r − Xi − X j
N (N − 1)

(1)

i=1 j=1; j,1

Here, θ is the Heaviside function, r is the spanning radius, N is the total number of randomly
selected reference points within the structure, and Xi and X j are the coordinates of the two points
whose proximity are
 being analysed within the system. The Heaviside function (θ) is equal to 1
when r − Xi − X j returns a positive value, indicating that the separation of points i and j is within


the spanning radius. Conversely, when r − Xi − X j returns a negative value, θ is equal to 0.
This calculation is carried out across increasing values of spanning radius until the entire structure has
been encapsulated and Cr consequently reaches a plateau.
The correlation sum relates to the spanning radius in the following manner:
Cr ∝ rDc

(2)

where the exponent Dc is the correlation dimension. Obtaining the value of Dc , therefore, involves a
logarithmic plot of the correlation sum vs. the spanning radius.
In this work, the correlation dimension for the simulated material is calculated from N = 100,000
different reference positions within the structure. Each position is selected at random, and the spanning
radius between two reference positions is calculated for all periodic images, with the lowest value
used to determine the correlation sum using Equation (1). A logarithmic plot of Cr vs. r is produced in
accordance with Equation (2), where the central area of the graph is a straight-line plot with no size
limitations affecting the results, as described in the work by Prostredny et al. [12]. The value of Dc is
subsequently determined from the gradient of this linear section of the plot, eliminating the potential
for finite size effects to impact the conclusions drawn around fractal properties. Example plots used to
determine Dc are shown in Figures S1 and S2 in the Supplementary Materials.
Analysing the fractional Brownian motion trajectory of a particle moving through a porous
material is another valuable way in which its fractal characteristics can be determined. This is
quantified using the original rescaled range method to calculate the Hurst exponent from the particle
trace in the x, y and z directions when the particle takes a “random walk”—a series of random steps
throughout the structure. Three classifications of fractal Brownian motion have been established:
(1) Antipersistent motion, where the particle has a tendency to turn back on itself and revisit previous
positions; (2) Neutrally persistent motion, also known as regular Brownian motion, which is observed
when the particle is free to move around a lattice with no obstructions; (3) Persistent motion, where
the particle has a tendency to progress its path in a particular direction. The value of the Hurst
exponent from the random walk will determine which class of motion is observed, with values below
0.5 indicating antipersistence, values of 0.5 exactly indicating regular Brownian, and values above 0.5
indicating persistence.
The particle displacement from its origin over time is used to calculate the Hurst exponent,
where the relationship between the average displacement (∆B) across the x, y, and z directions and the
time window Ts is as follows:
H
(3)
|∆B| ∝ (Ts )
Here, the exponent H is the Hurst exponent, evaluated as the gradient of the logarithmic graph of
∆B vs. Ts [35]. Example plots used to calculate H are shown in Figures S3 and S4.
In order to determine H, a random walker is allowed to diffuse through the accessible pore
sites within the lattice and its path analysed in the x, y and z directions. The random walker
takes 100,000 random steps in total from 100 different starting positions on the percolated structure
(determined as above), and the average displacement (∆B) for each time window size (Ts ) is calculated
from the 100 traces. Note that the value of H calculated here is, therefore, that of the percolated porous
network contained within the structure and not of the solid structure itself.
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